
The audience at the Broadway production of The Gershwins’ 
Porgy and Bess on a recent Wednesday night sits enthralled 
by the attractive woman with the amazing voice in the 
starring role. What they probably don’t know is that she 
got her start at West Side Montessori School. 

Alicia Hall Moran, parent of twins Malcolm (3Wpm) and 
Jonas (2Wpm), is herself an alumna of West Side. As her 
father, Ira Hall, says, when he and his wife Carole, who 
worked in publishing as an editor, moved to 90th and 
Riverside in the late ’70s with two young girls, the word 
from friends and neighbors was that WSMS was the “go-
to” school. And from their first day Alicia and her younger 
sister, Stephanie, thrived, finding a place that fostered their 
development by allowing them to explore their interests, 
both academic and artistic.

Both girls were (are!) musically gifted, and WSMS supported 
this talent in many ways. In fact, when Alicia and Stephanie 
moved on to public school in suburban Connecticut, Alicia 
was surprised and disappointed to find that their new 
classroom did not have the broad assortment of instruments 
that WSMS had.

The sisters pursued separate interests. Stephanie uses her 
talents in music and performance to great effect as a second 
grade teacher in Stamford, CT. Alicia, a classically trained 
mezzo-soprano, married jazz pianist Jason Moran, whom 
she met at the Manhattan School of Music after graduating 
from Barnard. For Anthropology class Alicia wrote a paper 
about Frederick Law Olmsted’s design for Riverside Park 
that included a look at West Side Montessori School. As 
she says, WSMS “has an important place in my idea of my 

education. It was the beginning.” When it came time for her 
boys to go to school, WSMS was clearly “where to begin” 
for them.  

Jason is often on the road, performing with his group The 
Bandwagon or serving as artistic advisor at the Kennedy 
Center in Washington, DC, as well as on the faculty of the 
New England Conservatory of Music in Boston. For the 
Morans, WSMS provided the warm, stimulating environment 
Alicia remembered, together with the flexibility of an 
afternoon schedule, so she could spend time with the boys 
every morning before her own performing commitments 
took over. 

Alicia says she had “ultimate faith in the program” to be as 
she remembered it, that WSMS felt like a community school 
then and now. The way our building fits in with the original 
architecture of the neighborhood is emblematic of WSMS 
“living out its philosophy. The façade is not a façade, but 
real; not boastful or ostentatious, but authentic.”  Alicia 
remembered feeling a “sense of separation” as she went 
from home to school, which was reflected in a “sense of 
confidence, that there were many things I could do myself, 
that the relationships in class were my own.” She recalls 
being “a mover and a shaker” in the classroom.

Malcolm and Jonas have had a similar experience. Alicia 
requested that they be in separate classrooms, and this 
has worked out well. She remembers, as far back as the 
age of four, how having her name on a cubby gave her a 
sense of entitlement to the classroom. In the same way, 
her boys love naming and identifying things in the class, 
writing letters to friends, organizing around people rather 
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than things.  She sees music as a natural integrator in the 
classroom, giving activities an organic sense. She loves the 
“do no harm” approach underlying Montessori: “exploring 
the natural gifts you come with … the joy when you excel 
is its own reward.”

Returning to WSMS after 30+ years, Alicia was pleased 
that the renovations over the years have not disturbed the 
core feeling of the school, and Ira had a similar reaction 
when he returned for Grandparents and Special Visitors Day 
last spring.  As a board member from 1977-1981, he was 
part of the team that hired former head Marlene Barron, 
not so long after WSMS moved to 92nd Street. After a 
distinguished career in business and finance, and service 
on multiple boards including that of Stanford University, he 
was impressed by the current state of the WSMS facilities, 
and excited by the social development so evident in the 
classroom: “the individual attention available with multiple 
educators in the classroom, the way the kids interact 
respectfully with each other, how the children complete 
tasks in a free and flexible but orderly way.”  

There have been many changes at WSMS over the past 
35 years, but as the Hall and Moran families can attest, 
the core mission of the school has stayed the same: to 
build a lifelong love of learning in a socially, culturally, and 
economically diverse community that promotes individual 
creativity, openness to differences, and respect for self and 
others. 
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In 2012 The Gershwins’ 
Porgy and Bess won the 
Tony Award for Best 
Revival of a Musical. 
Under the direction of 
Diane Paulus, this is a 
somewhat streamlined 
version of the opera 
written by George 
and Ira Gershwin, 

with book and additional lyrics by 
DuBose Heyward. Audra McDonald, who 
appears most nights in the title role of 
Bess, is justly celebrated as pivotal to 
that honor. But equally important to the 
success of the play are the many talented 
supporting performers. Alicia Hall Moran 
has been lauded as Audra’s understudy, 
performing the lead role upwards of 50 
times, filling in for her frequently in the 
Wednesday evening performance, as well 
as during those times when Audra takes a 
well-deserved break. Alicia has appeared 
as a member of the ensemble on non-Bess 
nights since the play opened in January.

Alicia’s eclectic career, varied interests, 
and broad talent have earned her high 
praise in venues as varied as the 2012 
Whitney Biennial (for which she and Jason 
put together a collaboration of artists, 
practitioners, and music), cabaret shows 
(Alicia Hall Moran + the motown project), 
and dance (creating vocal music for Chapel/
Chapter with the Bill T. Jones/Arnie Zane 
Dance Company).  

We can’t wait to see where Alicia’s talents 
take her next!
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